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11-A. Strength and Deflection

(1) Flexural Strength Design

Strength design are made assuming that the flexural strength of the panel is totally
dependent on aluminum skins.
This means that if the stress exerted on the aluminum skins, which is determined by
both supporting and loading conditions, is within the range of aluminum strength, the
plastic deformation of the panel will not occur.
Strength of the aluminum skin (3003 H14): 22.0 x 103psi = 22.0 ksi

•How to obtain the stress in aluminum skin. The magnitude of stress depends on the
supporting and loading conditions. The stress calculation method depending on
the conditions are given in Table 11-1 and 11-2.

NB. t2 in the Tables are given in the formula below.

t2 = (
t
A P

3-t
P E

3)/tA P

Where, t: apparent thickness of AP (mm)

tA P : AP thickness (mm)

tP E : core polyethylene thickness (mm)

The calculated values of t2 for each AP brand are given in Table 11-3.

Table 11 -3. Square of apparent ACP thickness (square inches)

tA P (mm) 3 4 6

t2(x 10-3 in2)
9.8 14.3 23.5

(Example calculation)

When ACP is 3mm thick, panel size being 3’x 3’square, supporting conditions being 4
sides fixed and wind load w=40 lbf/ft2, does the plastic (permanent) deformation of ACP
occur?
According to Table 11-1, case No. 6 a/b=1. Therefore β=0.3078.

σM A X =βwb2/t2 = 0.3078 x 40/(12 x 12) x (3 x 12)2/(9.8 x 10-3)

= 11.3 x 103psi < 22.0 x 103 psi (strength)

Therefore, 3mm thick ACP panel is all right in this case.



Table 11-1. Skin Stress Calculation When The Load is Uniformly Distributed



Table 11-2. Skin Stress Calculation When The Load Is Concentrated

(note) W: load (lbf)

longer span (inch)

shorter span (inch)



(2) Deflection Calculation

ACP is a laminated sandwich composite panel characterized by lightweight and
rigidity. Therefore the deflection can be minimized.

The deflection of ACP can be calculated as follows. The magnitude of actual
deflection under load is given in previous section, (1) Flexural strength design.
(a) Deflection by uniformly-distributed load

When the panel is subject to uniformly-distributed load (dead weight of horizontal
panel, wind load, etc.), the deflection can be given by the formula below:

δM A X = •wb4/(EA p •tA p
3

)

Where, δM A X : maximum deflection (inches)

: constant given by supporting conditions

EA p : flexural modulus of ACP (psi)

tA p : ACP thickness (mm)

w: unit area load (lbf/ft2)

b: span (ft)

The required values for calculation are given in Table 11-4 and Table 11-5.

Table 11 -4. Flexural modulus EA p and EA p •tA p
3

tA p (mm) EA p (psi) EA p •tA p
3 (lbf •in)

3 7110 x 103 11.7 x 103

4 5770 x 103 22.5 x 103

6 4220 x 103 55.6 x 103

(Example calculation)

When ACP is 3mm thick, panel size being 31/2’x 31/2’square, supporting conditions
being 4 sides fixed and wind load w=30 lbf/ft22, how much does ACP deflect?

According to Table 11-5, case No. 5, a/b=1, ∴ =0.0138,

δM A X = •wb4/(EA p •tA p
3

) = 0.0138 x 30/(12 x 12) x (3.5 x 12) 4/ (11.7 x 103)

= 0.765”( 19.4mm)



Table 11-5. Constants by supporting condition when the
load is uniformly Distributed



(b) Deflection by concentrated load

When the panel is subject to concentrated load, the deflection can be given by the
formula below:

Table 11 -6. Constants by supporting condition when the
load is uniformly Distributed

Where, δM A X : maximum deflection (inches)

: constant given by supporting conditions

EA p : flexural modulus of ACP (psi)

tA p :
ACP thickness (mm)

W: concentration load (lbf)

a: larger span (inches)

b: shorter span (inches)


